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Hermann Cohen and the fuest
for Protestant Judaism

BY DAVID N. MYERS

Eighty years after his death, the great German-Jewish philosopher, Hermann cohen
(1842 l9l8), is in the midst of a most impressive scholarly afterlife. New editions of
his writings, a steady stream of monographic studies, and a spate of doctoral disser-
tations devoted to him have recently appeared. The net effect of this literary profu-
sion is to reclaim the reputation of one of GermanJewry's leading intellectual per-
sonalities prior to the Weimar Republic, as well as to return Cohen to the centre of
contemporaryJewish thought. The field of Jewish thought itself seems to be in the
midst of a rather energetic period, as it brushes off its post-Holocaust languor and
finds a voice in the pollphony of postmodern intellectual culture.

The renewed interest in Hermann Cohen certainly belongs to this broader current,
but also has to do with more biographically specific factors, some of which are respon-
sible for Cohen's posthumous retreat into obscurity. To begin with, Cohen was alter-
nately t, and intellectual foil to the extraordinary cadre of
Germ e.g. from Martin Buber and Franz Rosenzweig to
Gersh Benjamin - that has attracted so much attention in
recent decades.l One of the more iconoclastic members of this illustrious fraternity,
Leo Strauss, recalled that "I grew up in an environment in which Cohen was the cen-
ter of attraction for philosophically mindedJews who were devoted toJudaism; he was
the master whom they revered."2 Nonetheless, for many occasional students of these
Jewish intellectuals, Hermann cohen's name is a faint memory or even unknown.

Part ol Cohen's obscurity stems from the fact that the neo-Kantian philosophical
system with which cohen's name is so closely linked, and which dominated
European philosophy for well over a half century from the 1860s, fell into desuetude
shortly after Cohen's death. This is not to suggest that neo-Kantianism died an easy
death. Its adepts were involved in a pitched battle following the First World War with
the new cadre of thinkers who sought to shift the focus of philosophical discourse
from epistemological to ontological matters. The symbolic battleground on which
neo-Kantianism gave way to the new current was the conference of Rench and
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German philosophers held in Davos, Switzerland in March/April 1929 at which

Martin Heidegger delivered a sharp renunciation of neo-Kantianism as represented

by Hermann Cohen's student, Ernst Cassirer.

In the throes of these swirling polemical debates, Cohen's close collaborator at the

University of Marburg, Paul Natorp, counselled that the tirne was not right to undertake

a slmthetic assessment of Cohen's life and work.3 Notrvithstanding this advice, a number

of studies of Cohen's work were produced in the twenties, including extended analyses

of his philosophical system by two students, Walter Kinkel andJakob Klatzkin.a

If Natorp believed that the time was not right for a full assessment of Cohen in
the 1920s, prospects did not improve much in the subsequent decade.5 In fact, there

were few serious discussions of Hermann Cohen's thought for decades until after the

Second World War. The star of neo-Kantianism had faded in the constellation of
European philosophy and Cohen's great faith in the progressive force of reason - as

well as his belief in the utter compatibility of Deutschhtmandfudmtum seemed hope-

lessly naive in an era dominated by the Nazi terror.

One of the earliest and most sustained post-Holocaust efforts to revive the

Cohenian legacy belonged to the German-born American philosopher and rabbi,

Steven Schwarzschild. Schwarzschild inaugurated his lifeJong interest in Cohen with
a 1955 dissertation devoted in large part to Cohen's philosophy of historyo In a series

of subsequent essays over some three decades, Schwarzschild, who unabashedly iden-

tified himself as a "Marburg neo-Kantian", sought to call attention to and invigorate

F{ermann Cohen's philosophical commitment to "ethical idealism".T

A similar interest in the content of Cohen's teachings, and the very possibility of an

ethically grounded idealism, has informed the indefatigable efforts of the Zurich-based

schola4 Helmut Holzhey A5 founder of the Hermann Cohen Archive in Zuich,
Holzhey has overseen a vast enterprise of Cohen scholarship involving the republica-

tion of Cohen's collected writings, the supervision of numerous doctoral dissertations on

Cohen, and his own substantial analyses of Cohen's philosophy, particularly his study of
Cohen and Paul Natorp. The intense concern which Holzhey and his European stu-

dents have evinced in Cohen's work reflects a renewed estimation of the philosophical

merits of neo-Kantianism. Their systematic excavation of Cohen's oruwe ilse$ bears a

powerful ethical charge to salvage a liberal-minded, rationalist world-view deeply unset-

tled by Nazism and seemingly at odds with the postrnodern sensibilirys

sNatorp's advice to Kinkel is mentioned in the excellent exhibition catalogue assembled by Franz Orlik,

Hnmonn Cohm (1842-1918): Kantinbrpret, Begriindu der "Marburgcr Schule",Jilti:cher Religilrcphilosoph,intro-

, p.184.
1921 and his later Hebrew vo)ume, Hnmann Cohen: Shitato be-

well as Walter Kinkel, Hermann Cohm. Eine Einf)hrung in sein

rtztion, Das Problnn

";:;:h*'*;f,:';:
fruit of his earlier doctoral dissertation research at the University ol Beriin.

6"Two ModernJewish Philosophies of History: Nachman Krochmal and Hermann Cohen", unpublished

dissertation, Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1955'
TQuoted in Menachem Kellner (ed.), The Pursuit of ttu ldeal: Jewbh Writings of Steoen Schuarzschild' Nbany,

NY 1990, p. 6.
sSee the brief, but help{irl, introduction to Holzheyt work by Peter A. Schmid and Simone Zurbuchen,

Grm<m dn bitischm Vnnutfi. Helmut Holahe;t 4m 60. Geburtstag, Basel 1997, pp. 7-8, 10'
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Under the dark shadow of the Holocaust it is understandable that some will con-
tinue to hold Cohen's persistent aspiration to reconcile - for instance,Judaism and
modernity orJewishness and Germanness in low regard, even as a betrayal of a
core Jewish loyalty. And yet, as increasing scholarly attention is focused on the
vibrant cultural world ol EuropeanJewry prior to the Shoah, and as we are urged to
resist the impulse to "backshadow" that compels us to regard past events or actors as

necessary links in a causal chain leading to the Holocaust, then we would be well
advised to consider anew not only the philosophical achievements, but also the
intriguing cultural-historical predicament ol Jews such as Hermann Cohen.s
Particularly in a world in which divided or hybrid identitie s are widely acknowledged
and even celebrated, Hermann Cohen's concerted attempts to demonstrate the affin-
ity between seemingly distinct thought systems and identities bespeaks an important
experiment in cultural engineering in a highly complex social milieu.

We need not deny Gershom Scholem's famous claim that the German-Jewish dia-
logue was one-sided.l0 After all, it is hard to find Christian thinkers contemporane-
ous with Cohen who sought to demonstrate that their German-Christian identity
was identical toJudaism.ll More common were those who asserted that ancient

Judaism formed a patt, if largely superseded, of their own Christian identity. In this
regard, Cohen had regular exchanges with Protestant theologians throughout his
career, but few genuine partners in his search for a reconciliation of Jewish and
German-Christian cultures. But it is precisely the unrequited quality of his attempt-
ed reconciliation that interests us, for it sheds light on and adds poignancy to his
predicament as a German-Jewish intellectual.

The aim of this essay is to explore Hermann Cohen's textured engagement with
German culture, with a particular focus on his desire to fuse diverse traditions into
what might be called ProtestantJudaism. What is intriguing is that while Cohen had
few Protestant partners in this endeavour, he nonetheless belonged to an historical
moment in which the principle of reconciliation (Versi)hnung) was central to the activ-
ity of Protestant intellectuals in Germaryr He himself embraced the term as a tool
of theological clarification to describe the nature of the relationship betlveen
humans and God.12 At the same time, Cohen understood the term in a broader, less

technical sense - as a bridge between traditional religion and modern culture. It is a

eThe critique of "backshadowing" animates Michael Andr6 Bernstein in Foregone Conclusi.ons: 'Qainst
Apocal2ptic Histor2, Berkeley 1994.

loAccording to Scholem, "(t)his dialogue died at its very start and never took place". Gershom Scholem,
Against the Mlth of the Germm-Jewish Dialogue' in WernerJ. Dannhauser (ed.), On jeus and fudaism
in Crfun, New York 1976, p. 62.llko Strauss, however, observed a countewailing trend in which "the German spirit, turning toJewish
tendencies, makes them alive within itself..." This comment surfaced in a review of Rudolf Otto's Das
Hdlige, z text which manifested precisely that tendency of which Strauss spoke. See the review in Der

Judt, 7 (1922-t923), pp. 2+o 2+2.
l2Cohen wrote an essay on'Die Versdhnungsidee'in 1890 1892 in which he addresses not the contem-

porary cultural manilestations of Vusdhnung, but typically "the prophetic concept of man's reconciliation
with God". See the English version of this essay excerpted in Reason and Hope: Seltctinnsfom thz Jewi:h
Witings of Humann Cohen, trans. EvaJospe, New York 1971, p. 200. It is interesting to bear in mind Amos
Funkenstein's point that the term "accommodation", a conceptual cognate of "reconciliation", came to
indicate in modern times the "emancipation of the secular from transcendental connotations". Amos
Funkenstein, Pnuptions of Jewbh Histor;t, Berkeley 1993, p. 98.
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similar understanding that undergirded the contemporaneous enterprise of
I{ulturprotestantisrnus.l3 This term, which seems to have surfaced initally in the last years

of the First World War, was first applied as a pejorative reference to liberal Protestants

who had subordinated the integrity of religious experience to the demands of mod-
ern culture. However, the term also came to assume a more neutral connotation as a

descriptor for a set of intersecting religious and social values embraced by liberal
Protestants in Germany from the last third of the nineteenth century through the first
third of the twentieth. The opening statement of the newly founded Deutschu

Protestantenuusin in 1863 spoke of the need for "a renewal of the Protestant church in
the spirit of evangelical freedom and in harmonlt with the gmeral cultural deuel.opment of our

age".l+ Accommodating Protestantism to the spirit of the tirne required careful cali-
bration of political and social, as well as theological, positions. Hence, those who
operated under the aegis of l{ulturprotestantismus tended to espouse a liberal version of
nationalism which envisaged the German state as a Rechtsstaat, motivated by a strong
sense of righteousness and justice. That is not to say Ihat Kulturprotestantennecessariy

believed that Christianity, as a religion of the spirit, should intervene in the affairs of
a political state. Christianity's influence should be both broader and more diffuse,
bestowing upon society its most exalted spiritual values. In this respect,
Kulturprotzstantisnus, as George Rupp has noted, was "an expression of the Christian
ethical imperative to inform and shape the whole of life so that it realizes the ulti-
mately religious sigrrificance which is its ground and end".15

The point of this digression to Kulturprotestantismus is not merely to note its con-
temporaneity with Hermann Cohen. It is to suggest that Cohen shared much with
its adepts: the commitment to the preeminence of the ethical in understanding the
spirit of religion; the conviction in the compatibility between ethical-religious values

and modern social norms; and the belief that the German state, with its ethical and
cultural legacy, was the most enlightened form of political expression ever developed,
not to mention the catalyst for a global confederation of nation-states that heralded
the messianic era. Given Cohen's adherence to these articles of faith, it does not
seem unreasonable to designate him an exemplar of a jiidischu Kulturprotestantismus.

Seemingly oxynoronic, this term captures the tension-filled position that Hermann
Cohen, and many German Jews, occupied as they passed frequently and often
imperceptibly into German society, only to be reminded periodically of the discrete
boundaries around their Jewish group allegiance.

r3As early as 1865 the Heidelberg theologian Richmd Rothe declared that the primary goal of a newly
formed group of liberal Protestants into the "Deutscher Protestantenverein" was the "Versiihnung von
Religion und Kultur". Quoted in Friedrich Wilhelm Graf, 'Kulturprotestantismus. Zur
Begriffsgeschichte einer theologiepolitischen Chiifre', in Archiaf)r Begffignchichte,28 (1984), p. 217.
Uriel TaI notes that Rothe sought to cleanse Protestantism of its irrational elements in a manner con-
sistent with modern science. See Uriei TaJ, Christians andJews in Gnmanl: Religion, Politi.cs, and Ideologt in
the Suond Rdch, 1870 1914, translated by NoahJJacobs, Ithaca, NY 1975, p. 162.

raGraf, 'Kulturprotestantismus', pp. 216 217, my emphasis.
rsGeorge ktpp, CulturrProtustantim: German Liberal Theokgt at the Turn of the Tumlizth Cenlur2,Missorla,

Montana 1977, p.9.
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It has been noted that Hermann cohen's birthplace of coswig lies between
Wittenberg home of Martin Luther, and Dessau, birthplace of Moses
Mendelssohn.l6 These two locales q.'rnbolised the poles between which Cohen's
intellectual world-view was forged. It is hardly surprising that Moses Mendelssohn
would have inspired cohen. Not only was Mendelssohn a contemporary and philo-
sophical colleague of Cohen's mastet Immanuel Kant, he also exemplified the very
Enlightenment-era reconciliation between Judaism and modernity that Cohen so
valued in his life's work.

cohen's attraction to Luther would seem somewhat more complicated, given the
latter's periodic anti-Jewish outbursts.lT And yet, Luther was one of the most storied
heroes in cohen's philosophical pantheon. For cohen, Luther was the prototlpical
German patriot, and a pioneering influence in the formation of German language
and cultural identity. More significantly, Cohen identified in Luther's Reformation a
principle - namely, that religion was a function not of ecclesiastical authority but of
individual conscience - which resonated deeply with his own and Mendelssohn's
philosophical tenets. l8

That the legacy of Protestantism left a deep imprint on Cohen was acknowledged
by Franz Rosenzweig in his introduction to cohen's collected Jewish writings. In
1924 Rosenzweig observed, with Flermann cohen uppermost in mind, that "all
modern Jews, and German Jews more than any others, are Protestants".lg
Rosenzweig's observations have been echoed by later readers of cohen. Hans
Liebeschtitz, in an excellent historical essay on Hermann Cohen, called attention to
Cohen's "radically liberal interpretation" of Luther which bespoke a deep and abid-
ing rynnpathy with Protestantism.20 More recently,Jacques Derrida made this point
more explicit by referring to Cohen as a 'Judeo-Protestant".2l

The roots of cohen's hybrid identity, hinted at by Derrida, reach back to his form-
ative experience in the town of Coswig. As one of a handful of Jews in the town,
Cohen was raised in an environment dominated by the Protestant Church. The pow-
erfi;l cultural presence of Protestantism continued to inform Cohen's self-under-
standing as aJew throughout his life. Cohen's "protestant" vision assumed the form

l6See E. Steinthal, Aus Hermann Cohens Heimat' in Allgtmtine .(eitung des Judmtums,82 (Aprl l9l8), p.
222; see also Martha Cohen's introduction to the first edition of Religinn dn Vernurfi.

17On Luther's derogatory attitudes towardJews, see his 1543 text, 'Clncerning the;ews and their Lies'

,^excerpted inJacob R. Macus (ed.), TheJeu in tlu Medieaal World,Newyork 1983, pp. 167-169.
tsSee cohen's 1915-1916 essay'Deutschtum undJudentum', in Bruno stra"n'1ei.), Hnmann cohens

J'ridisclu Schrifia4 vol. 2, Berlin 1924, pp. 241-2+3. (llereafter J'tidische Schr!rtm). See also the illuminating
comments in Hans Liebeschutz, 'Hermann Cohen and his Historical Background' ,n LBI Tear Book, XIiI
(1968), p. 13.

f eSee Franz Rosenzweig's introduction to Jiidische Schrifiat, vol. l, Berlin 1924, p. xxvin.
20liebeschtitz argues that Cohen's reading of Luther reflected the influence oi the school of Protestant

theology associated with Albrecht Ritschl, teacher of both Friedrich Nietzsche and Ernst Troeltsch. Both
the Ritschlian school and Cohen sought to immunise theological truths against the advances ol histori-

^.cism, 
in large measure by resorting to Kant. Liebeschiitz, p. 13.

'?5ac_qr1 Derrida, 'Interpretation at wm: Kant, theJew, thi German', n Neu Liwar2 Hi:tnrn 22 (199r),
p. 54. Cohen's essay'Deutschtum undJudentum', reinlorced the author's long-held belief that thue was
a complete union of interests behyeen German andJewish identities.
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of an unwavering commitment to aJudaism of ethical perfection rather than ritual
observance. It also prompted him to construct an intellectual and spiritual genealo-

gy - a "Platonico-Judeo-Protestant axis" according to Derrida - which commenced

with the Biblical prophetic tradition and included Plato, Maimonides, Luther, and
Kant before culminating in the modern German Jew represented by Cohen him-
self,2z Before exploring the contours of this genealogy, it might be helpful first to
retrace Cohen's early path from cantor's son to Neo-Kantian philosopher.

Hermann Cohen was born on July +, lB42 in Coswig, a small town in central
Germany that belonged at the time to the principality of Anhalt-Bernburg. Situated

on the banks of the EIbe River, this town hosted a tinyJewish community that num-
bered some eleven families at the beginning of the nineteenth century. In 1800,

twenty-three years after gaining the right of setdement, theJews of Coswig were per-
mitted to construct a s)ryragogue on Domstrasse that was renovated in 1843. This
institution assumed a dominant role in Hermann Cohen's early life. Indeed, the fam-
ily Iived on the same street, since Cohen's father served as cantor at the ryrragogue,
as well as teacher of the town'sJewish youth.

The Cohen household reflected the traditional piety of the parents, Gerson and

Friederike (nde Salomon). On the Sabbath, the family welcomed passingJewish trav-
ellers into their home during which time the father would engage the visitors in
Talmudic discussion.23 Hermann Cohen's deep Jewish ethos - the sense of tribal
a{finity that would later manifest itself in his activist stance against antisemitism -
was born in this intimate ambience. So too was his often-ignored, yet exPansive

Jewish knowledge, which enabled the mature Cohen to draw freely on ancient and

medieval Jewish sources.

Cohen's father oversaw his son'sJewish education.2a He began to teach flermann
Hebrew from the age of three and a half, and continued to instruct him inJewish
subjects even after the young Cohen had left to attend the non-Jewish grammar
school (Qtmnasium) in Dessau at age eleven. Much later in life, when Gerson moved

to Marburg, Hermann Cohen, then a renowned philosophy professor, would fill in
for his ailing father as the shalinh tsibur (grayer leader) at the local rynagogue.2s Even

though Cohenfls did not lead a scrupulously observant life, his reverence forJewish
tradition and ritual, as personihed by his father, remained firm. Franz Rosenzweig

acknowledged this point in the closing sentence of his introduction to Cohen'sJewish

writings when he recalled that Cohen's greatJewish book, the posthumously pub-
lished Religion dzr Vununfi, was dedicated neither to a philosophical school nor to a
ieading intellectual influence, but rather to the man who bestowed on him a ground-
ed sense of German-Jewish identity: his father.26

If Hermann Cohen's allegiance toJewish religion was forged in the insular con-

fines of Jewish Coswig his equally steadfast faith in the virtue of Protestant ethics

22Derida, p. 61.
23Hermann Cohen, 'Der polnischeJude', frst published.n Der fudl (]une 1916) and republished nfitinhe

Schrifln,vol.2, p. 163.
2aSteinthal, p. 223.
25ibid.

26Rosenzweig, introduction to Jiidkclu Schifun, vol. 1, p. lxiv
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and German culture was born there as well. By his own account, he grew up in an
environment largely free from expressions of anti-Jewish sentiment. His father typi-
fied the sense of social optimism which this environment yielded and to which his
son would later give telling expression. The traditionalist melnmedfelt at home in the
Gentile surroundings of the town; he was friendly with Protestant teachers who
respected his learning and regarded him as a colleagrre. He was also a proud
German patriot, who at the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War, prayed for his
country along with fellow Coswig residents in the town's church.27

The example of the father's patriotism left an indelible imprint on Hermann
Cohen. Throughout his life, Cohen remained convinced that Germany was the most
enlightened nation known to humanity, a beacon of humanism to the rest of the
world. While for manyJewish contemporaries, not to mention later critics, this view
appeared contrived, it emerged quite naturally from Cohen's formative environment.
In fact, Cohen was a classic representative of the kind of GermanJeq ever loyal to
the cherished Bildungsideal, to whom George Mosse has famously called attention.2s

This ideal was fortified during Cohen's many years of learning and teaching in
German academic institutions. Attii'e Heraogliches Cgmnasiumin Dessau, where Cohen
was the firstJewish student admitted, he was in a class with eleven others boys, of
whom seven went on to study Protestant theology. After four years of study at the
G2mnasium, Cohen went to study at the new Jtidisch-Theologisches Seminar established in
Breslau in 1854. This decision was a fittingJewish parallel to the study of Protestant
theology, and perhaps already reflected Cohen's vision of the proximity, even con-
fluence, of Judaism and Protestantism.

At Breslau, the fifteen-year-old Cohen began to study with some of the most dis-
tinguishedJewish scholars in nineteenth-century Germany:Jakob Bernays, Heinrich
Graetz, and Zacharias Frankel. Each of these scholars exerted a deep, though not
necessarily favourable, impression on Cohen. The classicist Bernays was a powerful
intellectual personality, and yet, Cohen recalled fifty years later "there was no living,
creative, constructive thought at work in this powerful machine".29

Bernay's sober and dispassionate attitude stood in contrast to Heinrich Graetz,
who taught Talmud and history Graetz was then in the midst of writing the first vol-
umes of what would become the most important historical survey of theJews of the
century the eleven-vohtme Geschi.chte derfuden. Unlike Bernays, Graetz possessed an
untamed "impulsivity" which informed "his interesting and lively presentation of the
great men of our literature" and which, Cohen once recalled, "elevated us to our
spiritual heights".30

2TSteinthal, p. 223.
28See the classic exposition in George L. Mosse, C,ermanJews beyondfudnism, Bloomingtonl985. For criti-

cal perspectives on Mosse's view of the dominance of Bildung n German-Jewish culture, see Klaus L.
Berghahn (ed.),'ffu Gnman-Jeuish Dinlngue Reconsidned: A Slmposium in Honor of George L. Mosse, New York
1 996.

2sMy emphasis. See Cohen's recollection, 'Ein Gruss der Piettit an das Breslauer Seminar', in Ji)dische
Schrfim, vol. 2, p. 421.

3oibid., p. 420.
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Notwithstanding Graetz's powerful effect on him, Cohen decided to leave rabbini-
cal studies after four years.3l He immediately took up the study of philosophy and
philology atthe lQiniglirh Prarsiscfu Unitasitiittn Breslau, proving himself to be an out-
standing student. But like many university students in Germany, Cohen pursued his

studies at more than one university. In 1864 he left Breslau and moved to Berlin to
study at the Frizdri.ch-Willul:rn:-Uniuusittit \Arlrile continuing his work in philosophy,
Cohen also became enthralled with the new academic discipline of Viilknps2chologiz

developed by the renownedJewish scholar He;'mann Steinthal. This field entailed an
historically grounded approach to the psychology of groups. In particular, practition-
ers sought to comprehend the spirit of a people by examining its language, myths, reli-
gion, ethics, and public institutions.32 Under Steinthal's tutelage, Cohen began to
make use of the historical and philological tools of this new discipline. Indeed, his first
published article on Plato's theory of ideas, reflecting his use of these tools, appeared
in the journal edited by Steinthal and another prominent Jewish scholar, Moritz
Lazanx; the &its chrifi fir Vi) ltcerp s1t cho Logie und Sprachwis s ens chqfi .33

Simultaneous with his training in Vi)llurpslchologfuinBerlin, Cohen also became an
enthusiastic supporter of a new philosophical movement that was gaining consider-
able momentum in the l860s, and whose rallying cry was "back to Kant".34 The
movement had strong support in Berlin where Cohen was studying. In fact, various
scholars have noted the strong links in this period between the Viillurpslchologie school
and Berlin neo-Kantians such as Adolf Trendelenburg.3s Consistent with this link,
Cohen increasingly focused his intellectual energies on the philosophy of Immanuel
Kant, even though he did not abandon altogether the methods of Vdlknps2chologizfor

at least a decade, that is, not until the late 1870s. Cohen's new interest in Kant cul-
minated in a book and a long article in lB7 1, both of which revealed a lively inter-
est and bold confidence in intervening in the bitter disputes that had erupted arnong
the new cohort of Kant interpreters.3o

3lOn later occasions, Cohen proved less reverential toward Graetz, castigating his erstwhile teacher for his

over\ partisan, i.e. nationalistic, presentation olJewish history. See, lor example, Cohen's 1880 response

to Heinrich von Treitschke's attack on Graetz (in which Cohen adds a few unflattering remarks of his

own),'Ein Bekenntnis in derJudenfrage', reprinted nJiidisclu Schffim,vol.2,pp.73 94. See also

Cohen's commemorative essay on the centenary of Graetz's birth, 'Griitzens Philosophie der jiidischen
Geschichte', inin., 3, p. 203 212.I discuss Cohen's relationship to Graetz in a chapter on Cohen in my
forthcoming book, Beynd Histor2: Ani-Hisnririvn in Modnn Jewi:h Thought.

32See Ingrid Belke's introduction to Moritz Lazarus, Moit< Lazarus und Helmann Sl,einthal. Dit Begriindn dn
Viilknps2chologir in ihrn Brizfm, vol. l, Tiibingen 19i 1, p. lii.

33See, for instance, Cohen's 1866 esay, 'Psychologische Entwicklung der platonischen Ideenlehre', reprint-
edn ilmt, Kzine phiksEhiscfu Schiftttt edited by Albert Gorlmd and Ernst Cassirer, Berlin 1927 ,pp. 30 .87 .

3aSee, for instance, Herbert Schniidelbach, Phil.osophl in Grmary, 1831 1933, trans. Eric Matthew,
Cambridge 1984, pp. 76 and 100; or Henri Dussort, Dicole dt Marbourg,Pais 1963, p. 37. The return to
Kant movement sought to navigate between the perceived metaphysical excesses of the previously dom-
inant Hegelianism and the hlper-empiricism of the new positivism. By reviving the Kantian legacy of
"transcendental logic", the neo-Kantians thereby aimed to recast the focus ol philosophical inquiry
from metaphysics to epistemology without surrendering to a lifeless scientism.

35See, for instance, Andrea Poma, The Citical Phiksoplg of Hnmann Cohm,tans.John Denton, Albany, NY
1997, pp. 4-s,269-270.

36Cohen's article,'Ztr Kontroverse zrarischen tendelenburg und Kuno Fischer', originally published in
187 I in the <eitschrifrfir Vdktrpsychokgiz und Sprarhuissenschq€, was reprinted in Cohen's Kleine philosophisclu

Schrlftm.Hisfirst major bookJength study of Kant, Kants Theoriz dn Efahrzng, was also published in 187L
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In fact, it was Cohen's book from 1871, Kants Theorie der Efahrung, that attracted
the attention of Friedrich Albert Lange, the philosopher renowned for his 1866
study, Guchichte dzs Material,ismus.sT Lange was a newly appointed professor at the
Protestant university of Marburg. He endeavoured to bring Cohen to Marburg, first
by convincing his colleagues to accept Cohen's Kants Th.eorit du ErJhltrung as an
HabilitatiorLsschryf (equivalent to a second doctorate and qualifying its holder for a pro-
fessorial position). Lange also lobbied to gain Cohen an academic appointment to
the university. He first had to convince his colleagues that Cohen, as aJewish instruc-
tor of philosophy in a Protestant universiry would not be hostile to Christianity.
Lange reportedly asked Cohen if there was "any serious difference between us in
regard to Christianity". Cohen's answer was telling, offering an early articulation of
his deeply held ProtestantJewish sensibility: "No, because what you call Christianity
- I call propheticJudaism."3s Shortly thereafter, Cohen was appointe d Piaatd.ozent at
Marburg in 1873; three years later, he succeeded the recently deceased Lange as the
chair holder in philosophy

It was at this point that Hermann Cohen began to develop, along with his
Protestant colleague Paul Natorp, the distinct tradition of neo-Kantianism that
would come to be known as the Marburg School. It is important to note here that
one of the most confusing features of neo-Kantianism is the fact that various and
diverse groups of thinkers laid claim to its mantle. Hence, the Southwest or Baden
school of neo-Kantians, which included thinkers such as Wilhelm Windelband and
Heinrich Rickert, was particular\ interested in utilising Kantian categories to estab-
lish a stable protocol for the study of history. The Marburg School of neo-Kantians,
by contrast, did not share this emphasis, and was at times antagonistic to contempo-
rary historical study Its main objective was to affirm that human consciousness was
the source ol all things knowable, including experience. In rejecting the existence of
a noumenal realm beyond consciousness, the Marburg School was careful to main-
tain that thought was not a matter of mere subjectivity. On the contrary Cohen and
his colleagues devoted considerable attention to the function of science and scientif-
ic method in framing human knowledge. Even more distinctively, Hermann Cohen
and his colleagues in Marburg held that one of the chief goals ol philosophy, as a
scientific enterprise, was to clarifi the central role of the ethical in human thought
and behavior. This emphasis on the ethical not only distinguished the Marburg tra-
dition of neo-Kantianism, but also undergirded Hermann Cohen's vision of the
juncture of Jewish and Protestant ideals.

37It i. ^ hen's cause notwithstanding
Cohen in the history of philosophy
\A/hile ca.lled Cohen,s Kants Tluorit
dn Erfahrung, "one of t}re most significant achievements to emerge in the Iield of philosophy in the last

^^years". Quoted in OtIk, Humann Cohen: Kantinlerprel, p. 54. See also Poma, pp. 58-59.
3sCohen expressed gratitude to Lange "without whose aid I would not huve blen able to became a uni-

versity lecturer" ttrid., p. 54. For an account ol Cohen's exchmge with Lange, see Jehuda Melber,
Hermann CohenI Phihsoph2 of Judnism, New York 1968, p. 82.
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AT HOME IN MARBURG?

At first glance, Marburg would seem to have been an unlikely site for aJewish thinker
to expound a philosophical system marked by the quest for a universal ethics. Home to
the oldest Protestant university in Germany (founded na 1527), Marburg was a small

provincial town in Hesse. The university possessed a long tradition of tolerance,

extending back to its early history as a centre of Calvinist dissent. In the early eigh-

teenth century the theologian Christian WoHf, shunned by other German universities

and feared by some Marburg professors themselves, was invited to teach at Marburg.3g

During this century the fortunes of the university first improved - with a dramatic rise

in student attendance and then declined as a result of financial dilficulties.
By the early nineteenth century the university had regained some lustre through

such scholars as Carl von Savigny, who was the moving force behind the "historical
school of law" (historische Rechtsschule). Among Savigny's students were the brothers

Jacob and Wilhelm Grirnm who devoted themselves to the collection and analysis of
German folk traditions.aO The university also was home to a jurist, SilvesterJordan,

who authored a new liberal constitution in 1830 intended to replace the despotic rule
of Kurfurst Wilhelm in Hesse-Kassel.4l However, Wilhelm's son, Prince Friedrich
Wilhelm, paid only lip service to the new constitution, and sought to stifle political
expression at the university. At this point, the university's fortunes began to sag under
the oppressive weight of Friedrich Wilhelm's control.

This rather gloomy period in the university's history came to an end in
1866, the year in which Prussia annexed a number of northern German states,

including Hesse. Prussian rule inaugurated a new era of openness and free thought
for the Marburg institution. In 1872, Hermann Cohen's mentor, E A. Lange, joined
the university, and shortly thereafter, began his efforts to bring Cohen to Marburg.
Cohen, in turn, worked in tandem with Paul Natorp to attract an excellent and

diverse cadre of students that included Ernst Cassirer, Jos6 Ortega y Gasset, and

even the author Boris Pasternak.
These efforts to transform Marburg into a major centre of neo-Kantian

philosophy were matched by vital activity in the field of theology. Wilhelm
Herrmann, with whom Cohen conversed on theological matters, was appointed pro-
fessor of theology in 1879. Like Cohen, Herrmann drew promising young students

to Marburg through his sharp intellect and liberal inclinations. Indeed, many of the

most important names in Protestant theology Karl Barth, Martin Rade, Adolf von
Harnack, andJulius Wellhausen studied, taught or worked in Marburg at one point
or another in the turn-of-the-century period.

It is clear that the Prussian annexation of Hesse gave impetus to an impressive

bout of growth at the university, particularly in the fields of philosophy and theology.

3sFor a detailed discussion of the university in this period, see H. Hermelink and S.A.Kaehleq Dit Philippr

flnhnrsittit zu Marburg 1527 1927, Marburg 1927, p. 388ft Drawing on Dussort,Judy Deane Saltzman

also provides a good summary of Marburg's hisIory n Paul Natorp's Philnsopfu of Religion within tlu Marburg

Neo-Kantinn Tialiti.on, Hildesheim I 98 1, pp. 32-34.
aoSee Hermelink and Kaehler, Die Philippvuniunsitiit 4 Marburg, 477 , zs well as Ingeborg Schrack, 'Die

Phfipps-Universitet zu Marburg 1527 1977', in Wilfried Frhr. von Bredow (ed.), 450 Jahre Phikppr

Uniunsi;tiit Marburg, Marburg 1979, pp. 92-94.
arHajo Holborn , A History of Modun Gcrman2, 1840-1945, Pinceton 1969, p. 24.
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And yet, the arrival of the Prussians also introduced another, countervailing current
with direct consequences for Hermann Cohen: namely, the rise of a vigorous new
antisemitism which found adherents among the rural farmers and peasants of
Hesse.42 The chief agitator was Otto Bockel, a librarian at the University of
Marburg who came to know the country peasants through his work collecting
German folk songs and tales.a3 Bdckel forged a unique brand of populist politics that
combined anti-Prussian, anti-clerical, and antisemitic sentiments. Campaigning
under the slogan 'AgainstJunkers andJews", Bockel became the first openly antise-
mitic candidate elected to the Reirhstag (1887).

Hermann Cohen was acutely aware of the rising chorus of antisemitic voices in
his midst. He had himself been embroiled some years earlier in the infamous con-
troversy occasioned by the historian Heinrich von Treitschke's attack on Heinrich
Graetz.M In that earlier episode, Cohen challenged von teitschke's claims that the

Jews of Germany were unassimilable, by stating that there was hardly "any differ-
ence between Israelite monotheism and Protestant Christianity".4s At the same time,
Cohen criticised his former teacher, Heinrich Graetz, in bitter terms, accusing him
of a "frightening perversity of emotional judgments".46 The ferocity of Cohen's
comnents regarding a fellowJew brought dou,n upon him widespread condemna-
tion within the German-Jewish community in lBB0-1BBl, and prompted his one-
time teacher, He1'rnann Steinthal, to break off contact with him.a7

As controversial as it was, Cohen's response to Treitschke rested on a premise that
would later serve him in his role as a public figure inJewish communal affairs: name-
ly, that antisemitism was as alien to an enlightened German nation asJudaism was
compatible with it. In Cohen's mind, von Treitschke violated the former principle,
whereas Graetz denied the basic confluence of Germanness andJewishness. He, by
contrast, held firm to both principles which undergirded his subsequent career as an
activist in German-Jewish defense work.

One of the most apposite instances of such activism was Cohen's role in an anti-
semitic episode in Marburg shortly after Otto B6ckel was elected to the Reirlutag. In
1BBB Cohen was summoned by a judge to serve as an expert witness in the trial of a
Iocal teacher who had been accused of defaming theJewish religion. Pitted against

a2Richard Lely notes that while many Hessian peasants greeted the arrival of the Prussians with fear and
apprehension, theJewish population "openly welcomed the annexation of Electoral Hesse by Prussia".
The resulting gap in attitude helps explain the rise of antisemitism in the region. See Richard S. Lery,
The Downfall of thz Anti-Semitic Political Partizs in Imperial Gnmary, New Haven 1975, p. 53. See also Rudy

-Koshar, 
Social life, Iacal Politics, ad Nazisn. Marburg, 1880 1935, Chapel HilI, NC 1986, p. 65.

a3On Bockel's activities, see Ler,y, pp. 39-48 and Peter Ptlzer, The Rise of Political Anti-Smiti"* in Go*or1
anl Austrin, Cambridge, MA 1988, p. 102.

aaVon Treitsch}e published his attack on Graetz, 'Ein Wort iiber unserJudenthum', in 1880. On the dis-

Pute, see Michael A. Meyeq 'Great Debate on Antisemitism: Jewish Reactions to New Hostility in
Germany 1879-1881', inLBIfearBookXI (1966),pp. 137-170andidtm, 'HeinrichGraetzandHeinrich
von Treitschke: A Comparison of their Historical Image of the ModernJew', in Modnn fud.aisn,6
( I eB6).

4sSee Cohen's response to von Treitschke in 'Ein Bekenntnis' in Ji)dische Schifim, vol. 2, p. 74; orignally
published as a separate pamptrlet in Berlin in 1880.

46Cohen,'Ein Bekenntnis', p. 76.
aTSee Dieter Adelmann, 'H. Steinthal und Hermann Cohen' , in Hnmann Cohen's Philosoph2 of Religion, eds.

Stdphane Moses and Hartwig Wiedebach, Hildesheim 1997, pp. 2-3.
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the well-known Gottingen orientalist Paul de Lagarde, Cohen took a page out of the
history of medieval disputations by defending the integrity of the Talmud, particu-
larly by asserting that it was not antagonistic to non-Jews. On the contrary Cohen
argued, the Talmud was full of charitable sentiments towards Gentiles. Moreover,
Cohen sought to demonstrate not only that moral precepts were prominently repre-
sented in the Talmud, but that "in many places in the Talmud one notices the ten-
dency to shift the centre from law to ethical teachings".48

Cohen's assertion of the prirnacy of the ethical inJudaism would become a standard
feature of his intellectual project. In the case before us, it served as a successful tool to
uphold the virtue of Judaism against antisemites; Cohen's testimony in the Marburg
trial proved persuasive enough to help convict the antisemitic agitator. In broader
terms, the primacy of the ethical resonated deeply with Cohen's neo-Kantianism. At
the same time, it formed the basis of Cohen's protestant vision of Judaism, a sensibili-

ty born in his native Coswig and reinforced in his adopted Marburg.
Notwithstanding the outbreak of antisemitism in Hesse in the l880s, Cohen

shared with Protestant colleagues such as Herrmann, Natorp, and Wellhausen a
number of important pillars of the liberal Protestant edifice they laboured to build.
For example, Wilhelm Herrmann not only placed ethics at the centre of his theo-
logical investigations, but also sought to show the fundamental compatibility between
New Testament morality and Kantian ethics.ae In parallel fashion, Hermann Cohen
aimed to demonstrate that a rational and universal ethical system was anchored in
biblical, and especially, as we shall see, prophetic sources. The affinity between the
two religious traditions was hardly foreign to Cohen. He declared, "just as

Protestantism has thrown off the yoke of ecclesiastical tradition", so too ethical

Judaism had thrown off the onerous yoke of rabbinic law.so

At one level, it was inevitable that Cohen would adopt the conceptual language of
the broader Protestant milieu. After all, it was he who belonged to a minority reli-
gious community seeking to demonstrate its compatibility with a sometimes hostile
majority culture. His Protestant colleagues neither felt nor demonstrated the need to
render Protestantism compatible withJudaism. And ye!, as we noted at the outset,

they spoke a language deeply resonant with Cohen's own harmonising impulses: the
Ianguage of reconciliation, particularly between traditional religious faith and mod-
ern society.

Within this broader discursive world of theological and social reconciliation,
Hermann Cohen was at home in a Protestant culture; but his lingeringJewish loyai-
ties prevented him from becoming fully of that culture. It is the resulting position of

48Cohen's brief in the trial, 'Die Nachstenliebe im Talmud', was published in Marburg in 1BBB and
reprinted in his Jiidische Schrifm, vol, I, p. l5B; see also the editor's notes on this episode ibin., pp.
338-339.

aeSee Rupp, Culture-Protestantism, p. 38. William Kluback offers a detailed analysis of the Cohen-Hermann
relationship, including a discussion of their shared interest in ethics as well as the important philosoph-
ical dillerences between them. See William Kluback, 'Friendship without Communication: Wilhelrn
Herrmann and Hermann Cohen', in LBI Tear Book XXXI (1986), pp. 317-338.

soCohen,'Ein Bekenntnis', quoted in Uriel Tal, Christiars and jews in Gnmanl, p. 62. See also Gabriel
Motzkin, 'Hermann Cohen's Integration of Science and Religion', in Archiaes de Sciznre socink dzs fuligioru
60/l ([uly-September 1985), p. 44.
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liminality which suggests that cohen was the formulator of a deeply held and
uniquely conceived jiidischer l{ulhnprotzstantismus.5r That which Cohen shared with
Kukurprotestanr?z themselves was the belief that an enlightened German nation and
an enlightened ethical culture were consonant, if not identical.52 Their shared con-
cern for a socially responsible nation suffused by noble ethical values rested on a spir-
itual lineage whose heroes included Martin Luther and Immanuel Kant. By contrast,
what distinguished Cohen from his Protestant contemporaries were their respective
views of the provenance of this spiritual lineage, and hence of much of western
civilisation. Whereas Christian thinkers cast their gaze quite naturally on early
christianity, Hermann cohen focused his attention on prophetic Judaism. A good
part of the intricacy of our story stems from the fact that Protestant scholars them-
selves demonstrated considerable interest in the Israelite prophets in this period -
and, in fact, stimulated Hermann Cohen's own curiosity in thi subject.

FROM THE PROPHETS TO KANT:
THE LINEAGE OF PROTESTANTJUDAISM

Cohen's designation of the prophets as the starting point of the ethical tradition that
framed Western history was hardly his invention. on the one hand it represented an
extension and refinement of mid-nineteenth-century liberal Jewish thought, most
notably that of the Reform rabbi and scholar, Abraham G.rg.c for whom the prophets
represented the most exalted expression of Jewish moraliry53 On the other, it owed
much to the surrounding non-Jewish intellectual culture. Indeed, Cohen's interest in
the essential, and essentialising, features of the prophets paralleled the strong desire of
many nineteenth and early twentieth-century Protestant thinkers to define th. .rr.n".
of Christianity.sa The most famous expression of this desire came in Adolf von
Harnack's series of lectures at the university of Berlin from lB99-I900. Later pub-
Iished as Das wum du chrktmhms, Harnack's lectures argued for the indispensability of
history in yielding a nuanced understanding of Jesus, his followers, und th. roots of
early Christianity A good number of theological opponents, including Martin Kiihler,
cohen's colleague \{ilhelm Herrmann, and later Karl Barth, challenged the view that

slCohen was.here exemplary of the "double aim" which Uriel TaI identifies in German.Jewry: ,,to inte-
grate completely into their gnvironmgnt as full-fledged Germans and at the sa-e time preserve their

_^separate existence." Ta| Christinns and jews, p. 17 .
s2See Tal's excellent discussion of liberal Proteslant attitudes toward the state in the late nineteenth cen-

-tury in Tal, Christinns and Jews, pp. I 67-176.
53In surueying the evolution of ReforrnJudaism in the latter half of the nineteenth century Michael A.

Meyer notes that the "message of T-sraelt ancient Prophets, universalised beyond its original context,
le9ame for Geiger, as for the Reform movement, the most viable and important component of
J_udaism." Michael A. Meyer, Response to Modonirlt: A History d tlu Reform Moament infudai.sm,Newyotk
1988, pp. 95-96.tn*: Td, 

thristinils *d fttt, p. 203. Susannah Heschel argues that it was aJewish scholar, Abraham
Geigcr, who actually prompted the intense Protestant interist in the essence of Chtirti-ity through his
scholarly conclusion thatJesus was and must be considered aJew Though derivative, protestant theol-
ogy y'er Heschel failed to acknowledge Geiger. See Susannah Heschel, Abrahan Ctigu and tlu jeuish Jew,
Chicago 1998, pp. 9-10.
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history pn se could ever penetrate to the core of their religious tradition.5s The essence

of Christianity, they maintained, defied historicisation altogether.

In the midst of this intense debate over the essence of Christianity, Protestant his-

torians, in particular, developed an interest in the Israelite prophets as an early link
in the chain of Christianity's evolutionary development. One of the most illuminat-
ing cases was another of Hermann Cohen's Marburg colleagues and friends,Julius

Wellhausen, the famous Biblical scholar. Much of what Cohen came to know and

identify with the prophets was derived from his reading of Wellhausen and other

Protestant Biblical scholars for whom the prophets represented the spiritual heights

of Israelite religion.56 Yet, Cohen rejected one of the fundamental tenets of this

group of scholars: the idea that the prophets represented the terminal stages of
Spiifiudentum (late Judaism), whose spiritual embers were rekindled by the new and

true Israel, Christianity. In this respect, Cohen had a great deal of ambivalence for

the work of Wellhausen, a man whom he liked and admired. On one hand, Cohen

believed, as he noted in a eulogy for Wellhausen in 1917, that his colleague truly
grasped the "ethical foundation and universalism of the prophets".57 On the other

hand, Cohen could not understand why Wellhausen's studies "concluded with the

political history of Israel and turned just as quickly to the history of the Arabs".

"How could he end the history of Israel so abruptly", Cohen inquired, "without
even devoting attention, as a philologist, to the language of the Mishna?"58 The

familiar neglect by Christian scholars of rabbinicJudaism proved irksome toJewish

students of antiquity generally, but in the specific case of Hermann Cohen unsettled

his vision of an ecumenical bond betlveenJews and Christians.

The divergences between Cohen and Wellhausen regarding the Israelite prophets

offer a revealing glance into the nature of Cohen's immersion into Protestant intel-

lectual culture. While Cohen relied on Protestant scholarship for a nuanced under-

standing of the historical context of the prophets, he could not accept the theologi-

cal claim that the prophets passed on the mantle of Israel's spiritual leadership to

Christianity. Rather, he insisted on the ongoing relevance, and at times the ethical

superiority, of aJudaism rooted in the prophetic tradition. But even while making

this Judeocentric move, Cohen paralleled the thrust of some contemPoraneous

Protestant thinkers such as Wilhelm Herrmann and the later dialectical theologians

who sought to dig through later historical manifestations of Christianity and locate

its essence in antiquiry Hence, Cohen attempted to situate the essence of Judaism -
its ethical grandeur in the ancient prophets, and neglected subsequent rabbinic

writings i.riluding the Talmud, codes, and commentaries.se For it was the prophets

Monatshefie and reprinted in Jildische Schrifun, vol. 2, p. 464.
sgibid.,p.464.
5sA notable exception was Cohen's intervention in defense of the Talmud in Marburg in 1888, typically

focused on the centrality of ethics.
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who first - and most profoundly - grasped that monotheism was ,,an exclusively
moral teaching."6o

were grounded in antiquity, the most important medieval exponent was Moses
Maimonides, the great medieval Jewish scholar. cohen,s labors to include
Maimonides's in his grand spiritual lineage led him to a reading quite distinct from
other scholars. That is, he did not emphasise Maimonides, .enown as a legal decisor
or his acumen as a philosopher operating in the Aristotelian mould. He rather

: 
'{:;ry#{'!!H:?Jll ?;l";"';ear bei Pra"n und den
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DEUTSCHTT]M UNDJIIDENTUM: A FUSION OF CULTURAL HORIZONS?

We have already seen that the lineage of ethical grandeur that Hermann Cohen

developed embraced not only illustrious individual thinkers, but also entire cultural

traditions. This point is perhaps most evident in Cohen's notorious 'Deutsehhtm und

67See Cohen, 'Deutschtum undJudentum', n fudisthz Schifitn, vol' 2' p' 24+'
6BSee Liebeschiitz, p. 13.
6sAs Hans Liebeschiitz has noted, Cohen's discussion of Luther was not beholden to "the collection of

single facts from the life in Wittenberg in the sixteenth centtry'" ibid'
ioCo"het, ,Innere Beziehungen der Kantischen Philosophie zumJudentum', Jiidische Schifm, vol. 1, pp'

29O and292.

',rtibid''P' 294' 
,,(*). .
prophe
Cohm.

"inCo
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Judmtum', the title given to a pair of long essays from 1915 1916 in which cohen,s
harmonising instincts were at their most expansive. Written in the midst of the First
world war, cohen's essays argued that GermanJews were and deserved to be -
fully at home in their fatherland. This message was addressed to world, and particu-
larly American,Jewry, whose support cohen hoped to elicit for the German war

ofJewish collective fi-rlfillment was Germany. His claim that theJewish and German
spirits were closely entwined relied on his identification of a set of intersecting ide-
alisms: the prophetic sense of hope for social betterment and the Protestant-German
advancement of philosophical-scientific thought. The point of intersection was a
rationalist ethics that impelled the human quest for perfectibility - and hence the
messianic process - forward.

The idea of messianism, as distinct from a personal messiah, was a central con-

was sternly castigated in his day and subsequentlyT6 At one level, this instinct reflect-

n's'Deutschhtm und Judentum' represents the
and spiritual reconciliation. The essays

death, after he had moved to Berlin and
assumed a position of prominence in Jewish intellectual circles there. And yet,
Cohen's ecumenical language seemed out of touch with the hardened realities of the
War years. The German-Jewish
not to mention its most dedicate
with new vigour thatJews were
and, in fact, could never be true
covered in his debate with Martin Buber in lgl6,Jewish intellectuals in Germany,

; 
'Ql;|liuj'rut.,o."...ntum 

undJudentum,, see rhe ediror,s notes in

(I)', p. 2e0.
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nd disconnected

polemic was the
vision. It bears

Ernst Troeltsch.
Uriel Tal and now Susannah Heschel have reminded us that, in the context of

P
Troeltsch centred around a recurrent concern of

b s.8l An important and contiguous problem was

1

d the German war effort for which he was ridiculed

Zionists.
7 , meanwhile, offers a withering critique of liberal

accusing them of lack of origina-lity, disingenuous-

Troeltsch, Tallahassee I 982, p' 1 26
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dental-rationalist" method, an unmistakable reference to Hermann cohen's
Marburg school of neo-Kantians.B3 Troeltsch's preferred strateg-y was to contextu-
alise, or localise, the ethics of the prophets. Flence, he averred thit ,,the ethics of the

sophisticated urban cultures of the day; it was in this rural context that "an oriental-

Kantian student of Cohen's. Kellermann tried to publish his critical response in the
same journar, Logos, in which toeltsch published his lecture, but was rebuffed.
IJndeterred, Kellermann came out with a seventy page rebuttal to Troeltsch in l9t 7
entitled Dn ethische Monotheismus dzr Propfuten und seilu soaintngkclu Wf)rdigung.87 Later in
the same year, Hermann cohen printed a brief reply to toeltsch, 'Di prophetismus

und die Soainlogir', that summarised many of Kellermann's main points.
Despite its brevity Cohen's retort bristles with scornful disdain. It commences with

a strong indictment of contemporary historiography whose materialist tendencies
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Cohen's outrage at the conteht of this lecture was matched by his outrage at the

onciliation which Cohen hoped to effect betweenJews and Protestants.

Hermann Cohen's vision of a ProtestantJudaism did not survive much beyond his

death in l9l8. The succeeding Weimar period produced a wide range of particu-

laristJewish expressions that departed from Cohen's syrrthetic ideal. And the de struc-

tion of German Jewish culture during the Holocaust meant that no indigenous

school of thought arose to perpetuate Cohen's thought. But we need not judge

Cohen as naive or disloyal. Ratheq we would do well to appreciate the sincerity of
his conviction, the range of his erudition in diverse traditions, and the trying cir-

cumstances that fueled his desire for a ProtestantJudaism. Above all, we should recall

the predicament of this exceptional German-Jewish figure who was as unwilling to

srrrrinder hisJewish faith as he was to surrender the myth of a German-Jewish s1'rn-

bi the Process-
es m aPproprr
at , ever strain-

in salism'*

soibid., p. 4oo.
ejacque. Derrida suggests that "a ruptivity, a dissociative and irruptive power" always lurked beneath

such an attempted s;mthes
92For a brilliant, if underapp ee Gerson Cohen's 1966 commencement

address at the Hebr.* Gi tion inJeui:h Hi:tor2, Brookline, MA 1966'

*The author would like to thank Nomi Maya Stolzenberg and Eugene Sheppard for their helpful reading

of this essay


